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Literature is the expression of lifc and the representation of human action
an4 experience. By ,t,rdying literature, the stu6ents will learn ways of life and
human issues, such u*, 
-ttt"- 
struggle of life, dreams, feelings or emotions in
addition to improve their vocabularies. As in a literary work' there are many
colloquies that are often found in everyday life. Studying literature can also
broaden the studenl's mind, so that their sensitivity will get more mature. _
On the basis of the above facts, the writer is interested in analyzing a
literary work in her study, that is a novel. She chooses a novel in her thesis
becauie it tells a long story, so that the author of the novel is able to develop all
the basic elements in a novel.
Studying character in a literary work is always useful and important since
a character does not only refer to a person or human being, but also to an
individual's personalities,ihought, behavior and attitude. tn this thesis, the writer
studies the ciraracter in Henry James' novel'"The Portrait of a Lady".
Flere, she deals with ihe main character, Isabel, who becomes her focus in
studying hei character's development. The statement of the problem is what
stages isabel goes through and what character development occurred to Isabel
during those stages".
The interesting thing about this novel is that it tells about a young woman
whose <Iestiny is takcn from her own hands. 
'l'his study can be taken as an
example ofliierary character study. It is expected that the students will have the
ability to understand the content bf o tit".ury they analyze and to develop their
understanding of people's characters.
In anilyzing ihis novel, the writer uses Content Analysis by Krippendorf
and salladie and Literary Analysis by william Kenney. The study of character is
done according to Barnet, Berman and Burto'
The result ofthe analysis shows that lsabel goes through four $ages. The
writer uses her own way in determining the development of Isabel's character
bascd on the significant changes (physicil and mental) in Isabel. The frrst stage is
when she first iomes to Gttd"n"ourt from Albany, New York' The second stage
is after she bccomcs an heiress. The third stage is after she travels everywhere.
The last stage is after she gets married with Gilbert Osmond. She has her
characler develop during those stages. At the first stage, lsabel's character hasn't
developed yet. Isabel is very pretty, atttactive and genius. At the second stage,
Isabel has more ideas than before and she dresses elegantly. The development
refers lo the physical and mental development. At the next stage, Isabel feels that
she is wiser than before and she wants to get married. The development refers to
the mental development. At the last stage, Isabel dresses more elegantly but more
sti{Tly and she becomes quite another person. The development r€fers to the
physical and mental development.
It can also be inferred that Barn€t, Berman and Burto's points in analyzing
novel in terms ofcharactcr eally help to find everything about the character that
is needed lo be known.
